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2020 Report
The Nebraska Tech Collaborative ("NTC") was created in 2019 to
grow the technology talent ecosystem in order to advance longterm economic prosperity for all Nebraska. Despite the
pandemic, 2020 has been an important one where NTC has built
momentum and begun the promise of fulfilling the
organization's mission.

GROW TECH TALENT:
10,000 Workers by 2025

WHAT'S TO COME IN 2021
Nebraska Dev Lab Program
NTC Internship Fair
CIO Discussions & Reporting
Teacher Fellowship Program

2020 marked a significant shift in
technology work cased by the need to
socially distance, meaning that many
employers moved to remote work.
This may prove to be a significant
issue when discussing the future of
work and NTC's goal of increasing
technology workers. A mid-year study
suggested that more than 2500 tech
jobs were open in Nebraska. Thus,
while the number of technology jobs
did increase in this year's data (by 930
jobs), the total increase did not keep
pace with the demands by Nebraskabased employers.

IMPROVE DIVERSITY
40% Female/20% Underrepresented
Groups
Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion took
center stage during the summer of
2020 with racial unrest proliferating
across the United States. This led
many companies in Nebraska to take a
more significant look at their policies
associated with hiring diverse
technologists as part of their teams.
This desire also led NTC to help
provide a number of articles and best
practices while also building survey
and organizational data. As part of its
mission, NTC will be providing data
and best practices to Nebraska
companies seeking to improve their
diversity in technical roles.

WHAT'S TO COME IN 2021
NTC Teacher Fellowship Program
Quarterly Surveys
More Active D&I Committee

Jona Van Deun, President,
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2021 promises to provide a renewed importance to NTC's mission
and work. Specifically, NTC will be seeking multiple ways to
increase the overall technology talent in the region through new
programs and continued focus.

CREATE STARTUPS
Increase New Technology
Companies by 300

WHAT'S TO COME IN 2021
Orphan Technology
Public Relations & Press Placement
Early Customer Conversations

Despite significant growth in Q3
technology startups around the United
States, 2020 was not a banner year for
new technology startups in Nebraska.
As of December 15th, Nebraska had
reported 27 startups receiving earlystage risk capital, compared to 32 at
the same point in 2019. These
companies did receive more than $80
million in capital - including large
raises by Lincoln companies Monolith Materials, CompanyCam,
and Adjuvance. Omaha companies Retail Aware and OpsCompass - also
marked large Series A raises.

INCREASE NEBRASKA'S
TECH PROFILE:
Increase Social Awareness About
the Tech Landscape Across the
State
NTC worked hard to promote the
technology companies of Nebraska.
NTC produced a number of materials
and had strong growth in both web
traffic and social media. Three big
stories from the year included the
NCAA's shift regarding Name, Image,
and Likeness (NIL) which created
significant buzz around Lincoln's
Opendorse. The COVID-19 pandemic
also provided a catalyst for telling the
local stories about UNMC's pandemic
response team. The pandemic also
provided a reason for local retailers to
shift to using new tools for in-store
analytics - including a bunch of high
profile pieces about Omaha's Retail
Aware.
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WHAT'S TO COME IN 2021
New Pioneer Act
Research on To/From Migration
National Stories on Nebraska
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Committees
In order to execute on its mission, NTC has established
committees to build critical mass and momentum. These
committees met consistently throughout 2020 - despite the
need for mostly remote meetings. The pandemic did slow
down some of the efforts during the year, but overall, the
committees continued their critical work .

PK-12
Market tech careers to students, teachers, and parents. Increase the
number of computer science teachers in
order to standardize statewide access to tech education.

HIGHER EDUCATION
Facilitate better alignment between higher education and the business
community to produce more students in tech careers and
entrepreneurship. Advance business internship opportunities with
students.

CAREER CHANGE AND VETERANS
Create a road map to training and education for anyone looking to upskill
or change to a tech career.

TECH STARTUPS
Identify local resources, expertise, and customers for entrepreneurs.
Provide them with the tools necessary to accelerate their participation
and success in establishing Nebraska high growth businesses.

INTERNSHIPS
Create an internship data baseline for businesses and students. Promote
opportunities, spanning high school students to career changers, to
connect with companies and participate in work-based learning
opportunities.

DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION
Increase the number of women and people from underrepresented
groups into the talent pipeline.

TALENT ATTRACTION
Highlight the achievements of Nebraska talent and promote the benefits
to those outside the state, encouraging them to relocate here.

B2B TALENT RETENTION
Facilitate collaboration among Nebraska companies of all sizes to retain
tech talent in the state.
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